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science meets
sustainability
ARTISAN GROWN TAKES US OFF GRID
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NE THING IS for certain: indoor hydroponics is
not the first thing that comes to my mind when
thinking about sustainability. The equipment you
need along with the electricity to run and control it all makes
it seem that sun-grown is the only way. That is until I met
Kyle Pope, owner of Artisan Grown in Oregon. This Desert
Storm/Gulf War, USMC veteran quickly disproved any doubt
that an indo-hydro setup could be done sustainably. Instead
of soil and sunshine, he has chosen to use what he knows
about plant cell growth and LED technology to produce an
A++ product using a fraction of the energy compared to many
setups we see today. Before we dive into a full-on interview,
Kyle and I first sesh up with some of his King Cake Chem,
followed by a few rips of his Royal Highness, with anthocyanins
so powerful they turn the bong water purple; no lie. After
achieving a wonderfully lifted state from an impressive smokeout, he goes on to tell me his story.
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ARTISAN GROWN

“When you come out of the shipping
container and you look back at it, you’re
like okay, it’s a shipping container... but
this container is just so tight!”
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At just a week and a half of the cuttings life, the system he
runs makes for very happy and healthy roots. Keeping a
tight control on all temperatures, Kyle is able to remedy
problems long before they become one.
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With limited energy usage in mind, Kyle set out to create
something he always wanted to make: an off-grid, zero run-off
hydroponic system. In addition to the main facility, a field of
golden wheatgrass is home to one of the most advanced, selfsufficient hydroponic setups I have ever seen. An unassuming
green shipping container that is an entirely off-grid LED/hydro
system fully capable of a complete veg/flower cycle. “I like to
think of this as my Olympic facility, as opposed to my main
garden,” Kyle says with a smile. You can hardly miss the giant,
southern-facing solar array, which houses 46 panels. It produces
14kW, powering the entire hydroponic system inside–chiller,
fans, CO2, as well as fourteen 400-watt LEDs. Once we go
inside, I immediately notice the clean smelling air, as well as the
low-impact flooring. “It’s good on the ol’ knees,” Kyle says as he
drops down to pop the top to one of the buckets, showing me
some powerful root systems. “Once these babies get big enough,
this facility will function strain preservation/mothers.” We
step outside for another sesh before heading over to the main
production facility. We gaze at the beauty of the 20 plus acres
his facilities are situated on and more excitement escapes him.
“When you come out of the shipping container and you look
back at it, you’re like okay, it’s a shipping container…but this
‘container’ is just so tight!” Kyle’s right. It is something when
someone is so enthusiastic about the plants, the technology,
and the sustainable indoor future. Not everyone can have the
luxury of sun and fair-weather, so having someone pioneer and
experiment in a truly scientific fashion is very exciting to see.
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In visiting the first stage veg room (above), you can see
Artisan Grown runs a very clean grow. Any aero/hydro
room this size without that familiar fishtanky odor is a
rarity. Kyle and his colleague ceremoniously change the
nutrients in the second stage veg room (inset). The plants
don’t receive any added sugars; the ones they really enjoy
they make themselves from photosynthesis.
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Inside the main operation, I am beginning to
notice is that these light systems are looking almost
proprietary, and I ask him about that. Humbly,
Kyle tells me that he was only involved in the
research and development of them. Starting in
2010 and ending in 2016, Kyle did the research and
development for Advanced LED Company and
continues to use the lights even after the company
changed hands. “What appears to be very GEN1
looking,” he admits, “our light systems here are
very high-efficiency and high-output using CREE
LEDs with specifically tuned spectrum–polished
after years trial and error and countless hours of
logging data. What we would do is run twelve sideby-side tests with 15 data sets each.” I asked him
what sets these lights apart from others, and he
says “A problem for a lot of people thinking about
LED is canopy penetration.” He explains to me that
most companies use COB style LEDs, which can be
.01 watt each. “Imagine a fireman that is going up
a giant blaze where he needs a direct jet,” he says,
“and then throws on the fan nozzle.” Cannabis is a
high u/mol plant and if your LEDs lack punch and
penetration that the plants are craving, a grower can
get poor results. Another problem with most people
struggle with LEDs is distance because of the lack of
penetration. They try to compensate for the lower
outputs by lowering the lights themselves. “Would
standing any closer to a low-pressure shower head
rinse the soap off you?” Kyle asks, “Kind-of, and
not very good. The higher canopy needs to be hit
with that intensity to deliver light to the lower
level.” He uses a PAR meter in each section of the
room and takes readings of top and lower level
leaves¬, including temperature, and we can see on
the graphs covers all white peaks, low greens, and
infrareds–with an average leaf temp in the low 80s,
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Kyle is less concerned with trunk size, and
instead grows his strains for potency and flavor,
which include Purple Squirt, Magic Melon,
Royal Highness, Caramel Crème, and his own
Black Marsh Legion OG.
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especially the lower nodes, for optimal metabolism. With all this in mind,
Kyle can factor in performance, along with energy usage in his quest for
high-tech sustainability.
Another factor in his sustainability equation, of course, is water. Each
room has its unique flow and vibe but judging by how happy and healthy
the ladies look, I can say with certainty he’s got his SOP’s down, which
his wife, also co-owner, organizes and manages. Each of the rooms–clones,
mothers, veg, flower–are so different, it naturally takes time to figure it
all out. They perform regular nutrient changes to maintain a very healthy
and clean root system. A little under 1,800 gallons per nutrient change in
the entire facility, which isn’t that bad considering it is all precisely dosed
and distributed–virtually zero wasted water and nutrients. Efficient root
systems coupled with efficient photosynthesis–Kyle essentially is working
a powerhouse combination.
Kyle’s love for cannabis and genuine excitement to learn is easy to see
when talking to him, as he explains how he wanted to create a “purer”
plant for medical patients, both adults and children. As a medical patient
and grower, he set out to do something very special right from the start.
His idea of purity is growing cannabis with as little fats, lipids, and waxes,
and that is those things that make cannabis harsher to the consumer. Kyle
tells me that he can achieve this by isolating breeds with more medically
beneficial compounds through light manipulation, instead of soils and
nutrients. “Just look at what we’re doing with the plants. I love organics
and this is not a put-down, but what organics are doing most of the time,
is helping poor lighting. Most organic growers are either in the sun-only
mindset or using old technology.”
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The lowest-tech room in the whole place is their drying and
curing room. Kyle uses the traditional method of hang drying,
trimming, then cure. But that doesn’t mean he’s completely analog.
His stainless steel, reverse-pressure, self-burping containers cure
his finished buds at exactly the right temperature and humidity
without having to spend any extra time tending to them. He shows
me some nugs from an earlier harvest just to show me the quality of
the curing process. The smell and bag appeal of top-shelf was there
beyond a doubt, and that’s when he breaks it to me that they’re
from almost a year ago!
What Kyle found in his many years of research, is that by using
what he called “lean technologies” and started to do incremental
adjustments over time, he could cut down the costs without
affecting the potency or yield. He runs a very rare lighting system,
and no plant in the building gets more than 12 hours at one time.
What it allows to happen is that it breaks up the night period but
remains in veg. But still eliminate six hours of light, 33% of the
light energy in the room. “We run the lights six hours less than
most growers do,” he says, “and I was able to find that out through
experimentation of my question: exactly how many hours can I cut
before it affects the yield and potency of the plant?” Kyle also added
that his total energy costs are well below many indoor farms his
size, and that is because of a conscious thought on how to use every
kW of electricity and every drop of water. “Now, if we can start a
similar process of introducing science to create more sustainable
practices,” he says with a gleam in his eyes, “small changes, over
time will equal giant changes for the future of our community.”
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Applying science yet again, Kyle uses a product called
Cure Advantage; an automatic burping system and puts
the dried flowers under five pounds of negative pressure,
which causes all the moisture in the center of the bud to
distribute evenly and properly cure.

